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Carried everything before them, and the longtd-for
prize was won:

The seeker found what he had sought,
The Worker his work had done,

When a whole orchestra of instruments he wrough
into ONE i
s * * * * *

' And the WORKER hath his meed,
And his work is magnified,
When the fairest fingers glide,
With a weird and cunning speed,

O'er the smooth elephant or pearl, where his slower
fingers plied

Their task, ere yet was any task for other fingers
there 1

Aye, the WORKER hath his meed, when he hears
What, to his enraptured ears, ,

Sounds like voices of the angels, like enchantment of
the air.

The following lines are as truthful as
they are beautiful:-

No heart unloving and unloved,
No self-sufficing, isolated heart,
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Unsympathetic and unmoved,
Mid human scenes of grief and pain,

Or joy and pleasure, can sustain
The cunning hand, the teeming brain,

The heritage of ART.

As a last quotation, take these lines, so
full of solemnity, notwithstanding the
lightheartedness of the measure:-

But when at last thou ceasest, with such listener it is
even

As with a sinful spirit who would venbure, unforgiven,
To approach the shining portals
Where the songs of Immortals

Are borne upon the breezes from the heavenly courts
within;

And there, feeling all the curse of the sileuce-doom
of sin,

Would be as inuch soul-riven
As if once more thunder-driven

Forth from heaven.
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